Understanding
VELOCITY
through
System Modelling
(using Causal Loop Diagrams)

Note: Causal Loop Diagram (CLD) is merely a system modelling tool, used to facilitate a dialogue between parties. It is not a
final, conclusive or ”best” way to illustrate a given interaction between variables in a system. CLDs are always situational,
circumstantial and conditional. System Modelling exercises, done in corporate settings, may vary from team to team, company
to company, industry to industry. They could be based, on participants’ domain knowledge, perspectives and personal bias.
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Legend for Causal Loop Diagrams
In System Modelling, we mostly care about Causations



Correlation - relationship between two system variables (event or action), where there is no direct dependency. A relationship can be positive or negative.
Causation - a.k.a. “cause and effect”, is relationship between two system variables (event or action), where change in one leads to change in another.

 Goals — High, overarching/strategic goal that needs to be achieved
 Variables — System elements that have an effect or influence on other system elements (other variables)
 Causal links — Arrows that connect related variables
 Opposite effects — “o” annotation near an arrow; suggests that the effect of one variable on another is
negative (“-” feedback loop)
 Delayed effect — “||” annotation that disrupts a causal link (arrow); it implies that there is a delayed effect of
one variable on another variable
 Extreme effects — One variable has an extreme (beyond normal) effect on another variable; it is represented
by a thick arrow
 Constraints — “c” annotation near arrow; implies that there is a constraint on a variable
 Quick-fix reactions — “QF” annotation near an arrow; action that brings short-term, lower-cost effect into a
relationship between two related variables
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System Modeling (with CLD) To Understand Velocity
Likelihood that a REAL product is widely
defined and REAL (one and only)
Product Owner – identified

Dependency on complex
frameworks, processes,
operating models that
harbor organizational,
procedural and WBS
complexity

Dependency on
traditional organizational
structure and protection
of a status quo of
component managers
(Larman’s Laws)

o

o

Likelihood that teams work on the same,
widely defined product, out of the same
backlog, for the same Product Owner,
and refine and estimate together

Visibility,
transparency, ease of
communication

o
Likelihood that real
teams (developers) are
able to talk directly to
business people (users,
customers) through
organizational layers

Compatibility of
velocities from
multiple teams

Effectiveness of
team’s estimation
techniques
Degree, to which
velocity from a
single team, can
be used as a
measurement

Likelihood that a team is
customer/productcentric (Feature Team)

o

o

Pressure to
“game the
numbers”
Personal Goal:
get rewards

Team Goal: higher
feature velocity

Degree of measurement
dysfunction (not seeing
what is really happening)
Value of
reward

Pressure to try
actions for higher
feature velocity

Ability (overall) to
guide and improve
the system

o

o
Likelihood that
Customer/Product-centric
development is valued,
by business and
the whole organization

Degree, to which
combined velocity
from multiple teams
can be used as a
measurement

o

O

Ability to use Velocity as
a metric for forecasting,
planning and budgeting

Reputation, trust in agile
transformers and
willingness to rely on agile
metrics. Overall, trust in
agile transformation

o
Amount and
quality of Go-See
behavior by Sr.
Management

Degree, to which Sr.
Management supports
agile transformation - in
action (not in “spirit-only”)

Expanding on CLD, sourced from: https://less.works/less/principles/systems-thinking
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